Automatic detection of spike and wave discharges in the EEG of genetic absence epilepsy rats from Strasbourg.
Genetic absence epilepsy rats from Strasbourg are a strain of Wistar rats in which all animals exhibit spontaneous occurrences of spike and wave discharges (SWDs) in the EEG. In this paper, we propose a novel method for the detection of SWDs, based on the key observation that SWDs are quasi-periodic signals. The method consists of the following steps: 1) calculation of the spectrogram; 2) estimation of the background spectrum and detection of stimulation artifacts; 3) harmonic analysis with continuity analysis to estimate the fundamental frequency; and 4) classification based on the percentage of power in the harmonics to the total power of the spectrum. We evaluated the performance of the novel detection method and six SWD/seizure detection methods from literature on a large database of labeled EEG data consisting of two datasets running to a total duration of more than 26 days of recording. The method outperforms all tested SWD/seizure detection methods, showing a sensitivity and selectivity of 96% and 97%, respectively, on the first test set, and a sensitivity and selectivity of 94% and 92%, respectively, on the second test set. The detection performance is less satisfactory (as for all other methods) for EEG fragments showing more irregular and less periodic SWDs.